
Seasonally Dressing  
a Baby for Sleep Time 

Q C  W E L L N E S S  S T U D I E S

Temperature can have a significant affect on a baby’s quality and quantity of sleep. While 

the bedroom itself should be kept a comfortable temperature between 68°F to 70°F, 

you can also help a baby sleep through the night by providing appropriate sleepwear 

for each season. 



Thermal Overall Grade (TOG) Ratings

Thermal Overall Grade (TOG) ratings measure the thickness and warmth of blankets, 

duvets and padded sleepwear. You can use these ratings to choose the right type of 

seasonal bedding and sleepwear to keep a baby comfortable. You’ll find TOG ratings on 

product labels indicating the following: 

TOG RATING ROOM TEMPERATURE SLEEPWEAR

0.2 26 degrees Celsius+
Light-weight, such as a bodysuit and 

light sleeping bag

0.5 23-27 degrees Celsius
Light-weight, such as a bodysuit and 

medium sleep pouch

1.0 20-24 degrees Celsius
Mid-light-weight, such as a sleepsuit 

and warm sleep sack

2.5 16-20 degrees Celsius
Mid-heavy-weight, such as a body 

suit, sleepsuit and pouch

3.5 10-16 degrees Celsius
Heavy-weight, such as pajamas with a 

warm sleep sack



Summer Sleepwear

A baby can easily overheat if he or she is overdressed for bedtime during the summer. 

Dress the baby for sleep in light, breathable layers, such as sleeve-less, foot-less 

bodysuits. You may also consider summer sleep pouches or a swaddle. Usually, clothing 

with a low TOG rating works well in the summer months.

Usually, you’ll dress a baby in sleepwear with low TOG ratings in the summer months 

and higher TOG ratings in the winter. However, you’ll need to check the temperature 

of the bedroom to determine the appropriate TOG rating. In the summer, for instance, 

temperatures may drop during the night or an air-conditioned house could produce a 

cool sleep environment that requires a higher TOG rating to keep the baby comfortable. 



Winter Sleepwear

Keep babies warm and cozy during cold months using sleepwear with high TOG ratings. 

Cozy bedding and sleepwear options include sleepsuits, sleep sacks and base layers, 

such as bodysuits over diapers. Sleep sacks, also known as sleep pouches and sleeping 

bags, are wearable blankets. This option has a high TOG rating and keeps babies secure 

and warm throughout winter nights. Sleep sacks are a safe alternative to loose blankets, 

which are a suffocation hazard to young infants. 

Spring and Fall Sleepwear

During springtime and fall, you’ll often dress a baby in sleepwear with a midrange TOG 

rating. Temperatures often stay cool or mild, but tend to be quite changeable during 

spring and fall. You might use light layers for infant sleepwear. For instance, you might 

dress an infant in a long-sleeved sleepsuit and light sleep pouch on a fall evening. On 

cooler evenings, you may also opt for a bodysuit underneath the sleepsuit. Check on the 

baby during the night to ensure he or she doesn’t overheat.


